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In the luxury world of private air travel, comfort and
convenience are no longer exclusive to just billionaires on
G-5’s.
If you want to travel in style, the consider the Ferrari of
the sky – Avantair’s fractional private aircraft.
This exclusive aircraft by Avantair – Piaggio P180 Avanti II –
is engineered by a Ferrari-family majority-owned manufacturer
and they provide the lowest fuel burn and carbon emissions in
the entire industry.
The private aircraft market continues to be strong and show
resilience to current economic conditions. A recent report
published by the research firm ARGUS showed that private
aircraft flights in January 2010 increased by 5.3 percent over
January 2009.

Avantair’s aircraft combine both the speed and top-notch,
first class service only dreamt of on today’s commercial
flights, In addition, it’s at a price that allows access for
many affluent flyers.
For the affluent traveler, an Avantair aircraft features
oversized leather seats in a stand-up cabin more commonly
found in mid-sized aircraft.

Avantair
One of the key drawbacks of other companies is limited
availability. But Avantair planes can land at over 5,000
airports that most planes simply can’t access. The end result
is getting travelers closer to where they need to go.
Based in Clearwater, Florida – Avantair continues to take
deliveries of new aircraft. The company expects to nearly
double the size of its fleet in the next three years. Avantair
currently manages a fleet of 55 aircraft and plans to add 52
more planes by the end of 2013.
President and CEO of Piaggio America, John M Bingham stated,
“We are delighted to partner with Avantair to provide an

aircraft with an unrivalled, cost-effective solution for
personal air travel. The Piaggio P180 Avanti II aircraft that
Avantair flies enables the Company to carry its rapidly
increasing number of customers in an enormously spacious and
comfortable cabin.”
Avantair’s fractional ownership provides all the advantages of
owning an aircraft without the hassle of the costs or
maintenance that go along with whole aircraft ownership.

